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a b s t r a c t
Various environmental sounds exist around us in our daily life. Recently, environmental
sound recognition has drawngreat attention for understanding our environment. However,
because environmental sounds derive from multiple sound sources, it is difficult to
recognize them accurately. If we were able to separate sound sources before sound
recognition as a pre-process, then recognition would be easier and more accurate. We
assume that monaural microphones are widely installed in mobile devices used as
recording devices. This paper therefore presents a proposal for monaural sound source
separation of environmental sounds. Two-phase clustering using non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) is proposed to separate monaural sound sources. In this proposal,
the time-variant gain feature is used as an attribute of an environmental sound for more
efficient sound separation.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Environmental sounds that exist around us in daily life comprise intricately mixed sounds emitted from various sources.
Distinguishing mixed sound sources can play an important role in discerning an environmental sound accurately, thereby
improving our understanding of ambient surrounding situations. To date, multi-channel sound recorded using professional
devices such as microphone arrays has been used for sound separation. However, if environmental sound separation can be
achieved using monaural microphones that are widely installed in mobile devices such as smart-phones, then they can be
useful in a wider variety of applications such as location-based application [1,2].
We intend to separatemonaural environmental sounds recorded usingmobile devices. As recent works, monaural sound
source separation using NMF [3,4] has drawn attention. This algorithm represents a spectrogram of an acoustic signal into a
product of two non-negative matrices. One matrix is a basis vector that represents source original information. Another
is an activity matrix of the basis vector, which represents time-variant gain information for each basis vector. Several
methods using this algorithm have been proposed for separating speech andmusical sound [5–7]. For environmental sound
recognition, and especially for detecting overlapped sound sources, NMF is used as a preprocess [8].
However, in cases where the separation methods described above are adapted for environmental sounds, several issues
must be addressed. Most features such as temporal structure, harmonic structure, and frequency used in conventional
methods are not efficient for environmental sound separation, because most environmental sounds have no temporal
feature and harmonic structure, and they exist in low-frequency range. Therefore, our target is obtaining high separation
efficiency by particularly addressing time-variant gain features extracted from environmental sounds.
As described in this paper, we propose environmental sound separation using time-variant features obtained with NMF.
This proposal considers the attribute of environmental sounds. We propose a two-phase clustering method. This method
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consists of ‘‘background/event sound separation (BES)’’ and ‘‘multiple event sound separation (MES)’’. For each phase,
we newly apply gain feature information to separate sound sources more accurately. Two experiments are conducted
using these methods. We obtained the good result that BES improves approximately 29 [%] and BES + MES improves
approximately 22 [%] in terms of separation efficiency compared with MFCC clustering as a conventional method.
2. Related work
In research areas related to environmental sound, environmental sound recognition is investigated mainly as the target
of computational audio scene analysis (CASA). Several environmental sound recognition methods have been proposed for
robot audition [9] and ambient recognition in a current location by recognizing crowd sounds or traffic sounds in an urban
area [10,11].
In contrast, when particularly addressing environmental sound separation, some studies have examined issues such
as acoustic signal separation assuming multi-channel audio [12] and separation as preprocessing for sound recognition.
However, environmental sound separation for single-channel audio has been considered only to a slight degree.
For single-channel acoustic signal separation without a target for environmental sound, several methods have been
proposed, such as a method using independent subspace analysis (ISA) that uses independent component analysis (ICA)
for single-channel audio [13,14]. Harmonic/percussive sound separation (HPSS) [15] particularly addresses the harmonic
structure of instrumental sound. Among these methods, separation methods using NMF has drawn attention recently.
Regarding sound separation methods using NMF, supervised NMF and non-supervised NMF have been proposed for
speech separation [16,17] and instrumental sound separation [18,19]. For supervised NMF, a speech separation method
learns a basis vector for individual phonemes as a dictionary and separates speech using the dictionary [17]. For separating
instrumental sounds, Nakashika et al. proposed an iterative learningmethod for the reduction of training data usingGaussian
processing [20]. For non-supervised NMF, Spiertz et al. proposed a clustering method using NMF for instrumental sound
separation [7]. Virtanen also proposed instrumental sound separation considering temporal continuity and sparseness [6].
However, in cases where the separation methods described above are adapted for use with environmental sound,
several issues arise. Conventional methods for separation to musical or speech sound mainly use temporal features,
harmonic structures, and frequency features, but these features are not specified for environmental sound separation. Most
environmental sounds have no temporal features or harmonic structure. Regarding frequency features, most environmental
sounds are emitted at lower frequencies. Therefore, it is difficult to adapt conventional separation methods for use with
environmental sound.
3. Sound separation using the NMF algorithm
3.1. NMF algorithm
For sound separation, the NMF algorithm represents spectrogram X using the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of
input signal S as a product of basis matrix B and time-variant activity matrix of gain G. Both B and G comprise non-negative
values, as
X ≈ X˜ = BG. (1)
In that equation, X is a K × T matrix, where K denotes the frequency index and T denotes the number of the analysis frame.
Basis vector B is represented by K × I , where I , determined by a user, stands for a number of basis vectors. Then, NMF solves
an optimization problem by determining optimal B and G to minimize the distance between X and X˜. For this problem,
various multiplicative update rules are proposed in [6,7,21,22]. We use a square error as the distance measure is proposed
in [7] as
DEUD(X ∥ X˜) = ∥X− X˜∥22, (2)
B← B.× XG
BGGT
, (3)
G← G.× B
TX
BTBG
. (4)
x. × y and x/y are the element-wise multiplication and division of matrices. Another multiplicative update rule is
proposed using Kullback–Leibler divergence.
DKL(X ∥ X˜) =

k,t

Xk,t log
Xk,t
X˜k,t
− Xk,t + X˜k,t

, (5)
B← B.×
X
BGG
1GT
, (6)
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Fig. 1. Process of proposed environmental sound separation.
G← G.× B
T X
BG
BT1
. (7)
In (6) and (7), 1 is a all-one matrix whose size of K -by-T . Optimal G and B are obtainable by recursively calculating (3)
and (4), or (5) and (6) until the converging value of G and B.
4. Proposed clustering method
4.1. Overview
This section presents an overview of the proposed clustering method. We first explain the definition of environmental
sound.
As described in this paper, environmental sounds especially represent outdoor environmental sounds such as the sound
of a crowded urban area, traffic, river, or forest. Sounds of this type comprise those issuing from multiple sound sources
(e.g., the sounds of a forest generally comprise sounds of wind, birds chirping, and insect chirping).We define two categories
of sound sources in the environmental sound based on [23]: ‘‘background sound’’ and ‘‘event sound’’. A background sound is
a stationary sound such as crowd sounds and brook sounds. The background sound is composed of multiple sound sources.
An event sound is a non-stationary sound such as bird chirping and car horns. The event sound is corresponding to a single
sound source and occurs in an unexpected fashion. In ourwork, environmental sounds can be represented using background
sound Sb and event sound Se.
S = Sb +

j
Se(j). (8)
This study specifically examines the differences in signal features between the background sound and the event sound. A
two-phase sound separationmethod is proposed. These phases are designated as ‘‘background and event sounds separation
(BES)’’ and ‘‘multiple event sounds separation (MES)’’. BES separates input signal into background sound Sb and a collection
of multiple event sounds Se. Then MES separates the collection of multiple event sounds into individual event sounds.
The process of this method is depicted in Fig. 1. First, spectrogram X is obtained by STFT to input signal S. After NMF is
applied to X, basis vector B and gain G are determined. BES calculates B and G to separate Bb, Gb of Xb and Be, Ge of Xe. MES
calculates Be and Ge, and obtains each event sound of Be(j), . . . Be(n), Ge(j), . . .Ge(n). Each B and G that is calculated using
these processes is synthesized for obtaining each X. Each X is calculated using Inverse Short Time Fourier Transform (ISTFT).
Finally, background Sb and Se(j), . . . , Se(n) are outputs.
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Fig. 2. Gain waveform difference between background sound and event sound.
4.2. Background and event sounds separation (BES)
In this phase, we specifically address the differences between attributes of background sound and event sound. Then we
separate the background sound and the event sound. This method is based on the clustering algorithm proposed in [5] and
newly adds gain G features.
In [5], basis vectorB andgainGobtainedbyNMFare clustered to thenumber of sound sources using the frequency feature,
that is Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). MFCC is obtained using three processes: ‘‘Mel-filter’’, ‘‘Logarithm’’, and
‘‘Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)’’ to basis vectorB. The proposedmethodnewly adds two features considering time-variant
gain to determine the differences between the background sound and the event sound. These features are a ‘‘variance’’ and a
‘‘ratio of the values of nearly zero’’. Fig. 2 presents the differences of gain waveforms between the general background sound
and the event sound that are composed of multiple gain waveforms. The background sound is a stationary sound. Therefore,
the gain difference on time domain in the background sound is lower than that in the event sound. Therefore, the variance
and the ratio of the values of nearly zero of the background sound are also lower than the event sound.
The variance value of gain for the i-th basis vector, Vi is calculated using (9). The ratio of the values of nearly zero, Pi, is
calculated using (10) and (11).
Vi = 1T
T
t
(Gi,t − Gi)2. (9)
pi,t =

1 if Gi,t < thi,
0 Otherwise. (10)
Pi = 1T
T
t
pi,t . (11)
Gi is the average value of the i-th gain vector Gi and thi corresponds to the i-th threshold vector defined in (15). Therein, Vi,
Pi are the normalized and added on frequency features from MFCC. Then we cluster using the k-means algorithm using 22
features. The number of classes is configured to 2 to separate the background and aggregate of event sounds.
4.3. Multiple event sounds separation (MES)
Formultiple event sound separation, we propose twomethods. The former uses ‘‘maximumvalue of gain’’ and ‘‘the frame
number when gain is max value’’ as gain features. The latter uses average gain values for each section, which are divided
into N sections on the respective time axes.
For the method described in this paper, we assume that the number of event sounds in the collection of event sounds is
known. Features obtained by gain features are added to 20 dimensional features obtained from MFCC. They are clustered
using k-means clustering.
Proposed method 1:maximum gain feature.
We separate the collection of event sounds to individual event sounds. MES specifically examines the time and gain
differences of each event sound. Method 1 uses the feature that the gain of event sound is rapidly increasing in a short time.
Similarly to BES, MES uses MFCC as a frequency feature. In contrast, the ‘‘maximum value of gain’’ and the ‘‘number of
frames when gain is max value’’ are used as gain features. These features are used for extracting characters of event sounds
such as existing in a shot time and changing gain values instantaneously. Where event sounds do not mutually overlap, or
where they have greatly differing gains even if they overlap each other, this value can represent the difference in these event
sounds.
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Proposed method 2: average gain feature for each section.
Proposedmethod 1 is a simple method that uses features of rising gain for event sounds, but method 1 presents an issue.
For the event sound having periodicity that is included in target sound for separation, method 1 possibly cannot bring out
the capability of separation (see Fig. 2(b)). The multi-peaks of rising gain appears despite one event sound. Therefore, it is
possible to obtain a different value even if the gain waveform appears from the same event sound.
For those reasons, we proposemethod 2, which can bring out the capability of separation even if the separation target has
multi-peaks. This method uses a rough form of the gain waveform as a gain feature. Because this method uses the waveform
directly as a gain feature, it engenders the problem that it obtains features of the gain for event sounds having periodicity.
In this method, N-dimensional features are obtained by dividing N sections for the gain waveform on the time domain
and by calculating the average value for each section. First, the gain waveform is divided into N sections (1 < n < N) in
the time domain. Second, the average values of the gain waveform are calculated for each section. The average values are
configured as representative values and N dimensional features. This representative value of the i-th basis vector and n-th
section R(i, n) is calculated using the following formula.
Ri,n = 1J
n·j
t=n(J−1)
Gi,t . (12)
Therein, J is the length of each section and R(i, n) is calculated as the summation of gain value for n-th section divided by J .
For separation of a sound, N dimensional features obtained using the process described above are added to 20
dimensional features of MFCC and clustered using k-means clustering.
5. Experimental evaluation
We evaluated the proposed methods using two experiments. One entails the background sound and single event
sound separation. This experiment was undertaken to calculate the BES method efficiency. Another experiment involves
background sound and multiple sound separation. This experiment was undertaken to assess the efficiency of BES and MES
methods. In these experiments, we synthesize background sound and event sounds to evaluate the efficiency of separation
by comparing differences between the input and separated signals.
5.1. Experimental conditions
The audio file length is 4–8 s for background sound and 2–4 s for the event sound. The sampling rate is 44.1 kHz. The
quantization bits are 16 bits. We selected event sounds of seven types and background sound of two types focused on
attribution of gain waveform. Fig. 3 presents waveforms of the selected sounds. (E) shows an event sound and (B) shows a
background sound. There are two figures for each sound: the upper is a signal waveform and the lower is a spectrogram.
First, we shall describe the event sounds: Announcement is a voice sound that has a gain waveform that is complex, with no
regularity; Dog is a dog’s call that has moderate gain changing; Frog is the croaking of a frog that has rapid gain changing;
School chime has gradual gain changing; Shrine bell has a gain that gradually becomes lower. To evaluate an effect caused
by the difference of signals having multi-peaks, we use two selected gain waveforms. Dog and frog have a single-peak and
multiple peaks. As a background sound, we use sounds of two types as stationary sounds.
The frame size is 4096 samples and 50[%] overlap for STFT. The Hanning window is used as the window function. The
distance metric of NMF algorithm is KL divergence, and (6) and (7) are applied as a multiplicative update rule.
A process of sound separation in the experimental evaluation is portrayed in Fig. 4. Event sound and background sound
as the input audio are synthesized and separated to factors using NMF. For the synthesis of input signals, we used additive
synthesis of background and event sounds. In the phase of environmental sound separation, factors are selected to each event
sound and background sound by their own features. Each selected factor is synthesized and output sounds are obtained. To
evaluate the separation efficiency, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) used in [6,7,24] is applied between input audio and output
audio. SNR is calculated using (13) and (14).M is the number of the separated sound sources.
SNRm = 10log10

k,t
S2m(k, t)
k,t
(Sm(k, t)− S˜m(k, t))2
[dB]. (13)
SNR = 1
M
M
m=1
SNRm. (14)
5.2. Separation of background and single event sound
To evaluate the proposed separation method of the background sound and the single event sound, we used 252 audio
combination patterns and compared four methods: NMF clustering [5], MFCC clustering [5], BES clustering, and non-
clustering. In the case of non-clustering, the number of basis vectors is equal to the number of sound sources. When using
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Fig. 3. Selected event sounds and background sounds for experiments.
Fig. 4. Process of sound separation in experimental evaluation.
clustering, the number of basis vectors I is 15. For calculating method 1 of the MES, threshold thi in (10) is configured as
shown below.
thi = max(Gi)10 . (15)
For calculation using method 2, we configure the number of sections as 5 and use 25 dimensional features by adding the
frequency feature for clustering.
The result is depicted in Fig. 5. This result is calculated using the average value of SNR for each method. The BES method
yielded the highest SNR value: 20.66 [dB]. This improvement is approximately 50 [%] over that of MFCC clustering, and 14
[%] compared with non-clustering. We can confirm that the BES method can separate a background sound and an event
sound more accurately based on gain features.
The results of sound separation for each event sound are depicted in Fig. 6. First, we evaluate the trend of the separation
result for each event sound. To evaluate this trend, we use SNRall, which is defined as the average value of all methods. Event
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Fig. 5. Separation result for background and single event sound in background and event sound separation.
Fig. 6. Separation result for each event sound in background and event sound separation.
sounds obtained good results that scored SNRall over 20 [dB]: dog (single-peak), dog (multi-peaks), frog (single-peak), frog
(multi-peaks), and a shrine bell. In contrast, bad results of event sounds showed SNR of less than 20 [dB]: announcement and
school chime. Amajor factor of the good result is that the transitions of frequency and gain are smaller and simpler. Especially
regarding frequency, the fact that better results were obtained usingMFCC clustering thanwith other event sounds supports
the assumption described above. In contrast, bad results were obtained from the complex transition of frequency and gain
of event sounds such as the announcement.
Next, we compare BESmethods and othermethods. The number of types of event sounds that obtained higher separation
efficiency are six types in the case of BES, 0 type in the case of NMF, two types in the case of MFCC, three types in the case
of non-clustering in sounds of seven types. BES scored good stable results for several sounds. The best results among four
methods using BES are announcement, frog (single-peak), and frog (multi-peaks). Because the gain of these sounds changes
rapidly, it is possible to obtain higher ‘‘variance’’ and ‘‘ratio of the values of nearly zero’’. Therefore, BES separates event
sound and background sound precisely. In contrast, the event sounds in the case that BES obtained lower result compared
with other methods are dog (single-peak), dog (multi-peaks), school chime, and a shrine bell. Because a gain of these sounds
change gradually, BES obtains lower ‘‘variance’’ and ‘‘ratio of the values of nearly zero’’. Therefore, separation efficiency
decreases. However, in most cases, our proposed method obtained higher separation efficiency compared with other
methods.
5.3. Separation of background and multiple event sounds
In this experiment, two event sounds are synthesized and added to the background sound for the audio file to be
evaluated. We used only ‘‘river’’ as the background sound. In all, we evaluated five methods: NMF clustering, MFCC
clustering, BES+NMF clustering, BES+MFCC clustering, BES+MES clusteringmethod 1, and BES+MES clusteringmethod
2. In addition, NMF clustering and MFCC clustering were proposed in an earlier report [5].
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Fig. 7. Separation result for background and single event sounds in background and multiple event sound separation.
Fig. 8. Separation result for each event sound in background and multiple event sound separation.
The former twomethods use no two-phase clustering andmerely separate three sounds by designating three to the num-
ber of class. In contrast, the latter threemethods use two-phase clustering. After BES separates background and event sound
as the first step, each method is applied for each pattern of input sounds. The number of basis vectors I is configured as 15.
Fig. 7 portrays the results. The separation efficiency, as a whole, decreases more than 50 [%] compared with the case of
the separation of single event sources. However, we obtained a best result byMESmethod 2 comparedwith other clustering
methods. MES method 2 improves approximately 22 [%] in terms of separation efficiency compared with MFCC clustering
as a conventional method.
Results of sound separation for each event sound are depicted in Fig. 8. First, we specifically examine BES +MESmethod 2
as a proposal. The event sounds, with obtained best results using BES +MESmethod 2, are five of seven types: announcement,
dog (multi-peaks), frog (single-peak), frog (multi-peaks), and school chime. The proposedmethod improves approximately 7
to 20 [%] in terms of separation efficiency comparedwithMFCC clustering as a conventional method. This result implies that
the proposed method can obtain an attribute of the event sounds. However, considering a shrine bell, the value by method
2 is lower by approximately 2 [%] than method 1. Because a shrine bell has a simple frequency and gain feature, method 1
can obtain a more essential feature than the method 2. For MES method 2, we set 15 to the number of sections N .
Next, we conducted an experiment to analyze the separation efficiency usingMESmethod 2while the number of sections
is changed. The sections are configured as 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50 in this experiment. The audio size length of the
background sound is 8 s. For the number of sections of 5, a signal length for each section is 1.6 s. The result is depicted in
Fig. 9. The vertical axis is a value of SNR and the horizontal axis is the number of section. A value of SNR increases while the
number of sections is as great as 5. A value greater than 5 SNR remains flat, and starts decreasing gently over 15. Therefore,
this method can obtain good separation efficiency as stable, although the sections are few.
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Fig. 9. Separation result of MES method 2 while the number of sections is changed.
6. Conclusion
As described in this paper, we proposed two-phase clustering considering time-variant gain features using the NMF
algorithm to separate an environmental sound recorded using a monaural microphone. We newly applied the time-variant
gain feature to each separation method in addition to the conventional frequency feature. This proposed method first
separates background sounds using a collection of event soundswith BES. BES focused on the gain feature difference between
the background sound and event sound. As gain features, ‘‘variance’’ and a ‘‘ratio of the values of nearly zero’’ of the gain
waveform are used. Second, the method separates the collection of event sounds using MES. For MES, we proposed two
methods. The former uses the ‘‘maximum value of gain’’ and ‘‘the frame number when gain is max value’’ as gain features.
The latter uses the average gain value for each section, which is divided into N sections on time axes. The latter method is
targeted at improving the separation efficiency in cases where the event sound has periodicity.
Results show that, in the case of BES, the separation efficiency is improved approximately 29 [%] compared to results
obtained using MFCC clustering. The separation efficiency in MES is improved by approximately 22 [%].
This proposedmethod has high potential for application to various situations because it assumes that mobile devices are
useful as recording devices. Using this method increases the accuracy of environmental sound recognition.
However, results show that MSE exhibits no distinct effectiveness when event sounds are overlapped and have similar
gain. Furthermore, this examination assumed a known number of sound sources, but that assumption is unrealistic in a
practical recording environment. We will examine these issues in future studies.
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